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ABSTRACT 

The last decade has witnessed a renaissance of peptides as drugs. This progress, 

together with advances in the structural behavior of peptides, has attracted the interest of 

the pharmaceutical industry in these molecules as potential APIs. In the past, major 

peptide-based drugs were inspired on sequences extracted from natural structures of low 

molecular weight. In contrast, nowadays, the peptides being studied by academic and 

industrial groups comprise more sophisticated sequences. For instance, they consist of 

long amino acid chains and show a high tendency to form aggregates. Some researchers 

have claimed that preparing medium-sized proteins is now feasible with chemical 

ligation techniques, in contrast to medium-sized peptide syntheses. The complexity 

associated with the synthesis of certain peptides is exemplified by the so-called 
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"difficult peptides", a concept introduced in the '80s. This refers to sequences that show 

inter- or intra-molecular β-sheet interactions significant enough to form aggregates 

during peptide synthesis. These structural associations are stabilized and mediated by 

non-covalent hydrogen bonds that arise on the backbone of the peptide and—depending 

on the sequence—are favored. The tendency of peptide chains to aggregate is translated 

into a list of common behavioral features attributed to "difficult peptides" which hinder 

their synthesis. In this regard, this manuscript summarizes the strategies used to 

overcome the inherent difficulties associated with the synthesis of known "difficult 

peptides". Here we evaluate several external factors, as well as methods to incorporate 

chemical modifications on sequences, in order to describe the strategies that are 

effective for the synthesis of "difficult peptides". These approaches have been classified 

and ordered to provide an extensive guide for achieving the synthesis of peptides with 

the aforementioned features. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Peptide synthesis has become an attainable process since 1963,1 when Professor 

Merrifield developed the revolutionary concept of constructing peptides using the solid-

phase strategy. This breakthrough earned him the Nobel Prize in Chemistry while 

simultaneously providing researchers with an extraordinary tool to facilitate the 

synthesis of these molecules. Since the discovery of solid-phase peptide synthesis 

(SPPS), various synthetic improvements have emerged regarding the design of 

orthogonal protecting groups,2 new functionalized solid supports,3,4 efficient coupling 

reagents,5 and even methodologies to overcome difficulties with sequence elongation. 

The synthesis of large peptides is now achievable thanks to relatively recent advances 

regarding the development of new synthetic tools. However, in spite of all the efforts 

made in these fields, certain sequences still require laborious syntheses. 

In this regard, the so-called "difficult peptides" are an evident example of the need to 

further design strategies to enable their synthesis. Established in the '80s,6 this peptide 

concept refers to sequences that show inter- or intra-molecular β-sheet interactions 
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significant enough to form aggregates. These structural associations occur during 

peptide synthesis using both solid-phase and solution-phase methodologies (Fig. 1)7 and 

they are stabilized and mediated by non-covalent hydrogen bonds, which—depending 

on the sequence—are favored. These interactions arise on the backbone of the peptide, 

in particular between the hydrogen amides and the carbonyls.8 The tendency of peptide 

chains to aggregate is translated into a list of common behavioral features attributed to 

"difficult sequences", detailed by Kent9 and later by Milton.10 The main relevant 

synthetic evidence provided by these authors are the following: repetitive incomplete 

aminoacylations (<15%) despite re-couplings; accentuated difficulties when resin 

loading is high11 or when sterically hindered amino acids (AAs) are present in the 

sequence; and more importantly, slow or incomplete 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl 

(Fmoc) removal.12 

 

Fig. 1 Hydrogen bond inter-chain interactions during peptide synthesis (in solution or 

on solid-phase) and the factors that contribute to their formation. 

Studies analyzing the influence of each AA on β-sheet interactions have confirmed that 

the capacity to induce intermolecular associations is sequence-dependent.13 

Nevertheless, the prediction of a "difficult peptide" by the AAs present in its sequence, 

a priori, is not evident. Several factors contributes to increasing the propensity to form 

inter-chain associations during the peptide synthesis which are associated with the AA 
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side-chains, with the protecting group of the AA, with the nature of N-substitution of 

the backbone amide, and even with the characteristics of the solvent used to synthesize 

them (Fig. 1).10,14 Although the literature does not provide a comprehensive list of 

"difficult peptides", below we refer to some that fit the description and that have been 

synthesized or whose β-sheet folding mechanisms have been evaluated. 

Table 1 Common examples of sequences that aggregate on solid-phase: "difficult 

peptides" 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the other hand, some peptides form β-sheet associations in solution only when their 

sequences are fully unprotected, not during the elongation. These peptides assemble in 

liquid media to establish stable interactions that evolve to aggregates. Although this 

behavior may be considered an appreciated property in certain fields, in terms of peptide 

characterization and/or purification it poses a significant drawback. These two post-
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synthetic steps demand perfectly dissolved sequences in order to provide an accurate 

peptide analysis. Again, this phenomenon is not easily predictable by the AAs present in 

the sequence, as occurs for "difficult peptides". However, studies based on structural 

interaction experiments15 have led to the development of computational methods to 

establish similarities between sequences that anticipate the aggregation of peptides.16 

Table 2 Common examples of sequences that aggregate in solution 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To sum up, peptide aggregation can arise during the synthesis or after the global 

deprotection. In this section, the peptides have been organized into families that present 
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aggregation in one or both stages. Therefore, the peptides described below share a β-

sheet association tendency, and we highlight whether these interactions occur after the 

elongation (in solution) or during the synthesis (solid-phase). 

1.1. Homooligo-Peptides 

Homooligo-peptides are composed by only one type of AA. They are de novo 

synthetic sequences that show a high tendency to aggregate and they comprise 

hydrophobic AAs such as Ala, Gly, Ile, Leu or Val (Table 1). The aggregation is 

manifested not only during the synthesis of peptides on solid-phase, but also when the 

sequence is unprotected in solution. Those AAs most commonly analyzed are 

poly-alanine and poly-valine,17 which show  a notable capacity to assemble—in the case 

of oligo-alanine starting from the fifth residue. Moreover, the aggregating mechanisms 

of other homooligo sequences, such as poly-glutamine, have also been explored,18,19 

while poly-leucine has been studied to validate new synthetic strategies for "difficult 

peptides".20 Hydrogen bond formation between the backbone amides of the peptide 

chains drives the assembly. The authors who initially studied the behavior of these 

sequences reported that, due to their characteristics, AA deletion occurs during the 

synthesis, thus demonstrating the structural conformation that explains this 

phenomenon.21–23 In particular, the oligo-alanine has been widely used as a model to 

study conformational changes after chemical modifications. 

1.2. Self-Assembling Peptides 

Self-assembling peptides (SAPs), as their name denotes, are another class of 

sequences characterized by their capacity to assemble spontaneously in solution. This 

behavior appears when the peptide is completely unprotected after the cleavage from the 
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resin, thus precluding its purification once in solution phase. These dissolved molecules 

assemble into energetically favored β-structures that may subsequently form fibrils24, 

which may evolve to hydrogelation. SAPs are not necessarily "difficult peptides", 

although some of them may also form β-sheet interactions during solid-phase synthesis 

and would also fit the description. Given their capacity to aggregate in solution, SAPs 

have a broad number of applications in biomedicine.25–27 Despite the fact that the self-

assembly is a desired property from a biomaterial perspective, this phenomenon 

underlies a number of human diseases.28 In this regard, probably the most known SAP 

is amyloid-β peptide (Aβ), the primary peptide responsible for Alzheimer’s disease.29,30 

Specifically, the two amyloid sequences involved in this neurodegenerative illness are 

the 40-mer Aβ (1-40) and the 42-mer Aβ (1-42) (Table 1), which misfold and cause 

insoluble non-native disordered aggregates, forming oligomers and fibrils.31–33 Among 

the amyloidogenic peptides described, the hormone amylin (Table 1), another relevant 

sequence also present in humans, is highlighted because of its involvement in type 2 

diabetes mellitus.34,35 This hormone is a 37-mer peptide secreted in the pancreas, 

together with insulin. In a pathological condition, the excess of amylin self-assembles to 

produce deposits in the pancreas, thus causing non-insulin-dependent diabetes. One of 

the few amyloid-like peptides characterized by x-ray crystallography has been the 7-mer 

fragment of yeast prion protein Sup35, specifically the region (7-13)36 (Table 2). The 

Sup35 protein exists in a non-infectious form but when folded as an infectious variant it 

is called a prion, the 7-mer region playing a key role in the latter. Moreover, studies on 

Sup35 heptapeptide fibril formation have been performed to understand the aggregation 

mechanisms.37 Apart from the aforementioned peptides found in biological systems, 

there are other de novo designed sequences, classified as SAPs, which are not present in 

nature. These are commonly sub-divided into two families, which are described below. 
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1.2.1. Amphiphilic Self-Assembling Peptides 

The first family comprises amphiphilic or amphipathic peptides (also named 

surfactant-like peptides),38,39 whose sequences have two differentiated parts, one 

hydrophobic (more than three non-polar AAs) and one hydrophilic (one or two polar or 

charged AAs). Depending on the length of the hydrophobic core, SPPS may be hindered 

as occurs in "difficult peptides", the longest chain being the most difficult to achieve. 

Nevertheless, in solution, all these amphiphilic self-assembling peptides tend to arrange 

by forming nanotubes or nanovesicles40 (see Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the structural organization adopted by a negatively 

charged amphiphilic SAP model. 

Regarding their applications, it is worth highlighting the membrane protein 

stabilization conferred by some of these surfactant-like peptides.41 Sequences such as 

V6D, A6D, and V6K2 are examples of amphiphilic peptides with a demonstrated 

capacity to assemble in water solutions when at a certain concentration40–43 (Table 2). 

When the hydrophilic part of these peptides holds one kind of ionic charge, they are 

simply amphiphilic, whereas when they hold the two charges, they belong to the ionic 

peptide group. 
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1.2.2. Ionic Self-Assembling Peptides 

The sub-type of ionic self-assembling peptides is characterized by the 

stabilization of aggregates as a result of ionic interactions, effect caused by positively 

and negatively charged AA side-chains.44,45 The ion-ion associations occur once 

sequences are unprotected, thus the stabilization of aggregates in these peptides in 

solution is strong. Although most sequences belonging to this classification can be 

produced without difficulties on SPPS, some also present β-sheet interactions during the 

synthesis and can therefore also be classified as "difficult peptides". The de novo 

designs composed by a rational arrangement of oppositely charged AAs have served as 

self-assembling sequences (Table 1 and Table 2). Some of these structures, which are 

often referred to as "peptide lego", exhibit supra-structures that have reached the market 

for regenerative medicine.46–48 Ionic self-assembling peptides are characterized mainly 

by the formation of complementary ionic interactions that are electrostatically orientated 

between two peptide chains facing opposite charges, thus favoring the self-assembling 

design when this behavior is desired. Peptide designs with alternating hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic AAs were among the initial methods proposed to achieve sequences with β-

sheet interactions of interest49–53 (see Fig. 3). Later, Zhang, a relevant author in the field 

of well-defined self-assembling ionic sequences, proposed the division of these ionic 

self-assembling peptides into modules (I, II, III,...) (Table 1 and Table 2) on the basis of 

their positive and negative charge arrangement (type I: + − + − + −; type II: + + − − + +; 

type III: + + + − − − ; ... ).46,47,54–56 One known example of this kind of peptide is 

RADA-16, also known as RADA-16-I because it belongs to type I. This peptide is part 

of a group of sequences in which the first described member was EAK-16,57,58 which is 

a segment of a yeast protein with Z-DNA binding properties. In contrast, RADA-16 is 
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an artificial de novo designed structure.59,60 The primary structure of RADA-16 is 

composed by a total of 16 residues with the peculiarity of comprising four repeats of the 

AA sequence Arg-Ala-Asp-Ala (R-A-D-A). It is precisely the alternating and 

complementary charges characteristic of this kind of sequences under an appropriate pH 

that lead them to adopt a β-sheet conformation. Various structural analyses of RADA-

16 have been performed to understand nanofiber formation and its tridimensional 

organization.55,61–63 In 2002, the north-American company BD Bioscience launched 

RADA-16 as a bioactive hydrogel named PuraMatrix®,64 which was later 

commercialized under a different name by other companies and with other degrees of 

purity. This peptide has been extensively described for several medical applications and 

a few years ago we undertook the synthesis of RADA-16 using standard SPPS 

strategies.65 

 

Fig. 3 Peptide model constructed with complementary charged AAs, its subsequent bi-

dimensional organization, and finally a schematic representation of a tridimensional 

disposition through nanofiber formation. 
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1.3. Other "Difficult Peptides" 

Moreover, some "difficult peptides" are not classified in a specific sub-type 

described in the literature. In this sense is included the extensively used protein 

fragment named Acyl Carrier Protein [ACP (65-74)]13,20,66–69 (Table 1) and the fragment 

of human immunodeficiency virus protease [HIV-1 PR (81-99)]20,66–68 (Table 1), two 

models used to evaluate new synthetic methodologies. Researchers specialized in 

conotoxin peptide synthesis have used the Ala10→Leu mutant of PnIA [PnIA(A10L)] 

(Table 1) as a "difficult peptide" to validate synthetic methodologies.68 This sequence 

has also been used for the same purpose by other authors.20 Another example is the 

commercially available Thymalfasin (also known as Thymosin α1)70 (Table 1) 

described for hepatitis B and C.71 It is a 28-mer peptide produced by the thymus gland 

that participates in the T cell maturation and has a wide range of reported medical 

applications,72 which  have promoted the development of strategies to obtain it.73 
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Fig. 4 The most commonly used solid-phase strategies to synthesize large peptides. 

1.4. Scope of This Review 

The use of peptides as therapeutic drugs has increased in recent years because of their 

biocompatibility and their application for the treatment of some diseases. Efforts 

channeled into the development of new synthetic tools to achieve peptide sequences 

based on natural products and into de novo synthesis have made it feasible to produce a 

large number of peptides. Several strategies based on solid-phase peptide synthesis have 

been proposed for large peptide sequences that cannot be achieved by the classical 

stepwise solid-phase synthesis (see Fig. 4). Initially, the fragment condensations, such 

as the solid-phase- or solution-phase based protocols (see Fig. 4), were described to 

favor the construction of complex peptides. Both methods consist of the rational and 

retro-synthetic detachment of segments in the native sequence, which in a synthetic 

flow would be connected in the appropriate manner on solid- or in solution-phase. 

Later, other more sophisticated methods, for example native chemical ligation or the 
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application of click chemistry (see Fig. 4), have facilitated the synthesis of certain 

peptides in which the coupling of two fragments occurs by a non-conventional amide 

bond formation. However, some sequences, due to their AA composition or their 

intrinsic structural arrangement cause not only difficulties regarding synthesis but also 

troubles related to their purification and characterization. In this regard, these obstacles 

are encountered in peptide sequences with self-assembling capacity. This assembly can 

occur in two stages, during the synthesis of the peptide or after its elongation when the 

sequences are fully unprotected. The sequences that show assembly during the synthesis 

are classified as "difficult peptides" while when these interactions are observed after the 

synthesis they are referred to as simply self-assembling peptides. On the basis of the 

origin of self-assembly, the literature describes a range of tools to minimize these 

interactions by favoring peptide handling. Regarding this concept, in the present review 

we have focused on existing methods to facilitate the synthesis and manipulation of 

these kinds of peptide. The reported methods described herein are all based on the 

enhancement of peptide solubility. The strategies have been classified in such a way as 

to facilitate the choice of the appropriate method for a given peptide sequence. 

Moreover, the most recent developments in this field have been covered in this review 

in order to expand knowledge regarding such self-assembling peptides.     

In addition, published strategies addressed to facilitate the manipulation of 

peptides with self-assembling behavior in solution have also been evaluated in the 

present review. Peptides with this capacity allow the obtaining in aqueous solution 

initially of aggregates, later fibers, and subsequently hydrogel formations. Hydrogels 

are supramolecular organizations that show sufficient stability for use in biology, for 

example as regenerative tissues, drug delivery systems, and nanotubular materials, 
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among others. The wide range of applications in medicinal engineering of amphiphilic 

peptides not necessarily extracted from natural structures has attracted interest in 

designing new peptide sequences mainly addressed to force self-assembly. 

Interestingly, here we present various strategies that allow both the synthesis of 

“difficult peptides" and the improvement of solubility, thus facilitating the purification 

or characterization of these molecules. These temporary chemical modifications in the 

peptide sequences allow the native sequence to be obtained after a specific final 

treatment that removes the modification introduced. 

 2. Strategies to Solubilize Peptides 

The main obstacle common to all "difficult peptides", and also to those 

sequences that aggregate in solution, is the insolubility. The non-soluble nature of these 

molecules precludes their synthesis and/or hinders their characterization, and even 

prevents their purification. The peptide sequence and, most importantly, the AA 

composition, play a key role in terms of secondary structure, thereby directly affecting 

solubility. Both SPPS and synthesis of peptides in solution require protected sequences 

to allow the two functional groups to react properly to produce the desired amide bond. 

The nature of these protecting groups contributes to enhancing the hydrophobicity of 

the sequences and may induce interactions, which favor the insolubility of the peptides. 

In general, peptides that adopt α-helix secondary structures in solution are generally 

soluble in water, whereas β-sheet conformations are insoluble because of their capacity 

to interact by hydrophobic interactions, which evolve to aggregates. 

In order to overcome this drawback, efforts have been made to develop strategies to 

enhance the solubility of peptides by disrupting β-sheet interactions.74,75 Thus, the low 
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solubility of some peptides is considered not only a barrier but also a challenge in terms 

of the development of new solubilizing strategies. These methods can be classified into 

two main groups, namely those that modulate an external factor and those that 

introduce a chemical modification into the peptide sequence (see Fig. 5). 

 

Fig. 5 Scheme of the principal solubilizing peptide strategies described in the literature. 

2.1. External Factors 

One of the first aspects to be considered when addressing peptide insolubility is 

the modification of external parameters. In some cases, such factors are introduced on 

solid-phase to favor peptide elongation by improving AA coupling or the removal of 

protecting groups. These parameters can be introduced not only during SPPS, but also 

to solubilize sequences in solution. Specifically, the main external parameters evaluated 

in the literature are the solvent, temperature, pH, the detergents and salts added to the 

peptide solution. 
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2.1.1. Solvent Selection 

Although N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), a dipolar aprotic solvent, is 

commonly used in solid- and solution-phase peptide synthesis, several studies have 

explored the capacity of other solvents to disrupt the secondary interactions that make 

peptides insoluble. In SPPS, the resin plays a key role in preventing intermolecular 

peptide associations. Consequently, an appropriate solvent to swell the resin may 

circumvent these limitations and the low loading may minimize the intermolecular 

connection.76 In some cases, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) achieves the solubilization of 

hydrophobic sequences because, as a polar aprotic hydrogen bond-accepting solvent, it 

increases peptide mobility and consequently favors its solvation.77 A number of studies 

have demonstrated the use of DMSO as a solvent for SPPS to perform AA couplings 

and Fmoc removal treatments, thus enhancing the solubility and purity of peptides.7 

However, the oxidative properties of DMSO poses limitations for its use in SPPS and in 

solution when sequences contain AAs susceptible to oxidization, such as Met and Cys. 

Another group of solvents that have been studied extensively and used to solubilize 

peptides in solution are fluorinated alcohols, of which the most widely used are 

2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (TFE), 1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP), and 

1-phenyl-2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (PhTFE)78 (Fig. 6), among others. In contrast to 

non-fluorinated alcohols, the main characteristic of these fluorine-containing ones is 

their strong hydrogen-bond donor capacity, a property that makes them suitable for 

interfering with the secondary structure of peptides.78,79 Mixtures of H2O/TFE in 

peptide copolymers with alternating neutral and charged AAs favor the α-helix as the 

proportion of TFE increases,80 thereby supporting the general idea that TFE stabilizes 

the α-helix and only in some cases stabilizes the β-helix.81 Furthermore, for certain 
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peptide sequences there is a reversible α-β transition, which modulates the conformation 

of the peptide and consequently its solubility.82,83 Thanks to the compatibility of 

fluorinated alcohols with solid-support protocols, HFIP has also been used to enhance 

solubility during the SPPS of "difficult peptides", in those cases in which DMF is not as 

effective as a solvent. HFIP is a suitable alternative to perform acylations, Fmoc 

removal,84 and even for peptide cyclization85. Other research groups have also explored 

the use of diverse solvents during SPPS to improve certain couplings.86,87 These 

solvents include tetrahydrofuran (THF), acetonitrile, and N-methyl-2-pirrolidone 

(NMP), which affect the swelling of the resin.76,88 

2.1.2. Temperature Modification 

Peptide elongation on solid-phase, commonly performed at room temperature, 

can also be carried out at a higher one. In particular, synthesis performed at high 

temperatures is known as SPPS-elevated temperature (SPPS-ET). The most crucial 

aspects in SPPS-ET include side-reactions, such as AA racemization, and the alteration 

of solvent-swelling on resin, among others. In the '90s, studies based on SPPS-ET 

developed protocols at 60 ºC with several coupling reagents, solvents, and resins, which 

showed efficiency in peptide yields and purities.89 Furthermore, other reported peptide 

synthesis that followed this methodology demonstrated minimized racemization at 

temperature ranges of 55–75 ºC90 and 30–80 ºC91 for short peptides even using 

triethylamine. Moreover, similar protocols at 50 ºC can be used for large sequences for 

certain AA couplings, when their introductions are hindered under common 

conditions,76 or to facilitate "difficult peptide" synthesis.92 In contrast, in solution 

peptide manipulation, the increase in temperature disrupts the secondary structure of 

these molecules, which may enhance solubility. The effect on unfolding the peptide by 
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temperature depends on the secondary structure transition of each type of self-

assembling sequence. Thus, the modification of the characteristic β-sheet structure to a 

random coil by temperature has been proposed as a means to mediate the transition 

between insoluble to soluble peptide.93 

Another way to enhance the temperature in order to solubilize peptides is via 

microwave (MW)-assisted synthesis. Studies on combinatorial chemistry under MW 

conditions have reported accelerated reactions for a large variety of reactions.94 Several 

reports have validated this strategy to enhance solubility and to allow the synthesis of a 

wide range of peptides.95–97 

2.1.3. pH Control 

When AAs in the peptide sequence are ionizable—positively or negatively—

another external parameter to take into account is the pH, which allows modulation of 

the neat charge of the sequence in solution, thereby modifying its interactions with the 

solvent and also its solubility.98,99 The pH value at which a sequence exhibits a 

conformational α-β transition depends on the pKa of the AAs or on their isoelectric 

point. It is believed that the conformation of an ionizable peptide sequence depends 

more on external factors than on its intrinsic tendency to form a specific secondary 

structure. Several authors have taken advantage of ionizable peptides to control peptide 

interactions. In this regard, they have achieved interesting materials by modifying the 

pH.100–102 On SPPS, interfering in the pH of the system to enhance solubility is not 

common practice because this parameter directly affects the integrity of the protecting 

groups used in such synthesis and could lead to their removal or even cleavage of the 

peptide. 
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2.1.4. Salt Addition 

Other strategies to enhance the solubility of peptide sequences consist of adding 

chaotropic salts or denaturant agents (guanidinium chloride, urea or detergents) to the 

aqueous peptide solution. Regarding chaotropic salts, as their definition indicates, they 

are added to destabilize hydrophobic interactions and consequently the aggregates. 

Lithium salts, such as LiCl, LiBr or LiClO4
103,104, are the compounds most used for this 

purpose, together with other salts such as KSCN and NaClO4 (Fig. 6). These salts act by 

disrupting intermolecular hydrogen-bonding, first by increasing the polarity of the 

solvent (non-polar, aprotic or non-nucleophilic) and then by displacing it for the most 

favorable ion-dipole interaction between the salt and the peptide. The arrangement of 

peptide sequences in solution by ionic groups have been described105,106 and have 

stimulated research about the addition of these salts to solubilize peptides, including 

NMR and circular dichroism as techniques to evaluate the salt role on the structure. 

Those studies demonstrated that chaotropic salts can be used during the manipulation of 

a peptide in solution and, based on the same concept, during solid-phase synthesis to 

improve peptide synthesis, mainly when THF is used as solvent.107 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Common solvents and chaotropic agents used to enhance the solubility of 

peptides in solution and on solid-phase. 
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The addition of certain concentrations of guanidinium hydrochloride (Gnd·HCl or 

Gdm·HCl) or urea to a peptide has resulted in increased solubility of the sequence, 

especially those containing non-polar AAs. The mechanism of action of these two 

agents suggests the formation of a complex between the peptide backbone and the 

denaturant agent through hydrogen-bonds (2 hydrogen donors per agent; and 2 

acceptors from carbonyl and amine).108 The stability of this interaction is stronger than 

the β-sheet association between peptide chains which form aggregation and this is 

translated into effective denaturant agents. In peptide fragment ligations, guanidinium 

hydrochloride is used mainly to dissolve peptides in solution or to prevent long peptide 

folding, by precluding the reaction.109,110 NMR studies have confirmed these denaturant 

phenomena on the basis of the changes in chemical shift observed for structured 

conformations.111–113 Furthermore, given the effect of guanidinium hydrochloride on 

solubility, some studies have proposed the introduction of L-Arg in the aqueous solution 

of proteins to improve their solubility.114,115 The extension of the arginine application to 

some non-soluble peptides has been used to improve peptide detection by HPLC. 

However, this is not an appropriate solubilizing method for peptide synthesis on solid-

phase, in solution-phase, or for purification purposes as arginine addition may compete 

with AA coupling and it implies the presence of an extra impurity, which may hinder 

purification. 

2.1.5. Detergent Addition 

Detergents are considered another kind of denaturing agent and are also a useful 

additive for hydrophobic sequences. Although these agents are extensively used for 

proteins, the addition of some kinds has also been reported for peptides. The most 

commonly used detergents are the anionic and non-ionic sub-types, specifically sodium 
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dodecyl sulphate (SDS) as an example of the former, and Triton X100 or Tween 20 as 

example of the latter (Table 3). They are used to solubilize peptides both in solution and 

during solid-phase synthesis, thus favoring yields and even peptide folding 

mechanisms.116 Detergents favor micelle formation, thus enhancing the aqueous 

solubility of peptides; these structural changes have been analyzed to further understand 

the solubilizing power of detergents.117,118 Non-ionic detergents also preserve certain 

structured sequences, protecting the peptides in well-organized micelles.119,120 Although 

detergents have been commonly used for protein solubilization for many years,121,122 

some lines of research indicate that they should be avoided because they may interfere 

with HPLC chromatography and decrease the signal intensity in mass spectrometry 

analysis.123 Recent publications have proposed protocols to improve HPLC 

compatibility with detergents.124–126 The most effective way to solubilize hydrophobic 

peptides or facilitate peptide reactions in solution is probably by combining appropriate 

solvents with certain detergents. In this regard, the best known blend is the "magic 

mixture", which comprises dichloromethane (DCM)/DMF/NMP (1:1:1) containing 1% 

of Triton X-100 and  2 N of ethylene carbonate.127–131 
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Table 3 Some detergents used in peptide synthesis to increase sequence solubility 
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Table 3 (Continued) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

2.2. Chemical Modifications on the Peptide Sequence 

In order to circumvent the limitations associated with some of the external 

factors, other kinds of strategies have been developed in recent years. Specifically, more 

sophisticated tools to improve the solubility of peptides, focused on chemical 

modifications in the peptide sequences, have emerged. These structural changes 

modulate the physico-chemical properties of peptides. Chemical modifications 

introduced into the peptide sequence can be permanent as long as the newly introduced 

moieties do not affect the objective of study of the desired peptide. On the other hand, 

the chemical changes introduced can be temporarily coupled to a certain functional 
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group. In the latter case, peptides with enhanced solubility can be momentarily 

manipulated, and later the solubilizing tool can be removed to afford the native peptide. 

These strategies based on synthetic peptide modifications comprise two differentiated 

groups on the basis of the stage at which insolubility originates: during the synthesis on 

solid-phase, or after the peptide cleavage in solution. All these approaches are detailed 

below. Specifically, those tools designed to overcome the insolubility issue during SPPS 

synthesis are addressed to synthesize "difficult peptides". On the other hand, those 

methods developed to dissolve sequences in solution are focused on facilitating peptide 

characterization and purification. 

2.2.1. Solubilization on Solid-Phase 

2.2.1.1. Backbone Amide Protecting Groups 

The development of new protecting groups for peptide chemistry has focused 

mainly on α-amino, α-carboxylic acid, and the side-chain of functionalized AAs. 

However, orthogonal protection of backbone amides may be necessary in specific 

cases.2 Regardless of whether the amides are functional groups commonly non-

protected in peptide synthesis, a small number of relevant side-reactions involve 

amides. Under certain conditions, both the formation of diketopiperazine (DKP)132,133 

(Fig. 7b) and aspartimide134–136 (Fig. 7a) are initiated by the nitrogen from the amide 

bond. 
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Fig. 7 Mechanisms involved in the formation of two side-products: (a) aspartimide; and 

(b) DKP. 

The introduction of a substituent in the amide position significantly reduces the 

nucleophilicity of the nitrogen and subsequently precludes these internal cyclizations. 

Moreover, in addition to contributing to the minimization of these two by-products, this 

substitution on the amides is mandatory when the aggregation in SPPS needs to be 

avoided. 

The backbone amide functions in peptides can be protected permanently or temporarily. 

In the first type, the group remains on the sequence as a non-cleavable substituent (such 

as methyl groups), while in the second case the group is removable under certain 

conditions. Given that these kinds of protecting group facilitate the synthesis of 

"difficult peptides", numerous efforts have been devoted to their design. 
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2.2.1.1.1. Pseudoprolines 

Pseudoprolines (ψpro), developed by Mutter in 1992,137,138 were the first 

backbone amide protecting groups described and have been highly relevant for the 

synthesis of "difficult peptides".139–141 These building blocks are based on the proline 

structure, as the name suggests. Previous reports, also by Mutter, demonstrated the 

improvement of peptide synthesis when some AAs are substituted by prolines.142–144 

These benefits result from the structural peculiarity of prolines, which do not have 

hydrogen on their α-amino group, thus disrupting the continuity of hydrogen bonding 

on the backbone, a process responsible for the formation of insoluble aggregates. 

Furthermore, the cis-amide conformation is induced by the proline-like moiety, which 

destabilizes the β-sheet folding of peptides.144 Following these concepts and in order to 

mimic the proline structure, Mutter built these dipeptide derivatives based on oxa- and 

thiazolidine moieties. The dipeptides are composed by any AA at the N-terminal 

position which form a cycle through the hydroxyl or thiol groups from the side-chains 

of Ser, Thr, or Cys, which are placed in the C-terminal position (Fig. 8). 

The most commonly used pseudoprolines are those that contained two methyl moieties 

in the R1 position (Fig. 8), the dimethyloxazolidines and the dimethylthiazolidines 

AAx(ψ
Me,Mepro). It has been described that the 2,2-dimethylated derivatives induce 

mainly the cis amide conformation, whereas the non-substituted pseudoprolines adopt 

an equilibrium cis-trans similar to the proline.141,145 However, some authors, such as 

Brigaud and collaborators, proposed other substituents in the R1 position to favor the cis 

amide conformation, specifically the introduction of a trifluoromethyl group to reach the 

AAx(ψ
CF3,Hpro) for synthesizing fluorinated peptides.146,147 In addition to the capacity of 

these derivatives to enhance the solubility of peptides by adding pseudoprolines, 
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another appreciated property is their ability to induce reversible turns. This property, 

which is attributed to the cis amide conformation preferred for pseudoprolines, allows 

macrocyclization,148 as described by Jolliffe and co-workers149 for Ser/Thr-based 

pseudoprolines or as described by Albericio and collaborators150 for Cys-based ones. 

The use of Cys(ψMe,Mepro) has allowed chemists to open the range of AAs involved in 

the pseudoproline structure (AAx), thus extending options beyond Ser/Thr/Cys. As an 

example, the recent synthesis of the penicillamine-derived pseudoproline 

[Pen(ψMe,Mepro)] and its introduction into a sequence has permitted the synthesis of a 

cyclic peptide where in the last step the pseudoproline is converted to Val by 

desulfurization.151 

 

Fig. 8 Pseudoproline structure and its introduction on solid-phase peptide synthesis. 

In fact, pseudoprolines composed by almost all the AAs on its N-terminal are 

commercially available. The introduction of pseudoprolines into a peptide sequence can 

be performed on solid-phase under standard coupling conditions. Once the peptide is 

cleaved from the resin by acydolysis, the pseudoproline is hydrolyzed, providing the 

two corresponding native AAs. 
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Furthermore, many publications have demonstrated that this strategy greatly contributes 

to the synthesis of "difficult peptides",152 improves the cyclization of peptides,153 

facilitates the synthesis of peptides of biological interest,154 achieves large 

glycopeptides,155,156 and even facilitates protein synthesis.154,157 Despite the successful 

results attributed to the use of pseudoprolines in peptide sequences, their limitation 

resides in the need to expand the type of AAs involved in the pseudoproline units. This 

drawback has led to an increased demand to explore new backbone protecting groups. 

2.2.1.1.2. ortho-Hydroxybenzyl structure-based 

Another research line focused on the design of backbone amide protectors was initiated 

by Sheppard and collaborators, also in the beginning of the '90s (1993), when they 

proposed the use of the N-(2-hydroxy-4-methoxybenzyl) (Hmb)14,158 moiety for 

Fmoc/tert-butyl (tBu) SPPS (see Fig. 9a and Table 4). The N-Fmoc-N(Hmb)-AA is 

previously prepared in solution and then coupled on solid-phase to synthesize the 

desired peptide (Fig. 9a). After the Hmb-derived AA has been introduced into the 

sequence, the Fmoc group is removed, and the incoming AA is coupled through a non-

standard mechanism (Fig. 9c). Thus, during the introduction of the incoming AA, the 

proton from the ortho-hydroxyl in one of the tautomers forms a hydrogen bond with the 

nitrogen of the secondary amine (α-amino), thus favoring the initial acylation at the 

hydroxyl position. Once this ester bond is formed, an intra-molecular O→N-acyl 

transfer occurs, affording the desired amide bond and leaving the ortho-hydroxyl free. 

The peptide is elongated by standard SPPS conditions, and Hmb is removed (see Table 

4) from the sequence, together with other acid-labile protecting groups, during the final 

peptide acidic cleavage from the resin to afford the desired peptide target. 
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Fig. 9 Hmb backbone protecting group: (a) mechanism during the coupling on peptidyl-

resin with mono-N-Fmoc-N(Hmb)-AA derivative; (b) phenol protecting groups; and (c) 

mechanism of incoming amino acid introduction on N(Hmb)-peptidyl-resin mediated by 

O→N acyl transfer. 

Although some researchers have reported the syntheses of peptides incorporating the 

building block as mono-N-Fmoc-N(Hmb) derivative,159,160 the major syntheses 

described, including Sheppard’s proposal, have put forward the use of 

O,N-bisFmoc-N(Hmb) derivative (Fig. 9b).14,161,162 The main reason for synthesizing 

and incorporating Hmb-derivatives bearing extra Fmoc protection on the phenolic 

hydroxyl group is addressed to prevent the formation of the intermediate isolated and 

described by Nicolás and collaborators (see Fig. 9a).160 Thus, the mechanism that takes 

place during the introduction of the mono-N-Fmoc-N(Hmb)AA occurs through an 

internal cyclization mediated by the nucleophilic attack of the hydroxyl on the activated 

carboxyl group. The product afforded is the lactone 4,5-dihydro-8-methoxy-1,4-

benzoxazepin-2(3H)-one, which undergoes subsequent amino attack on the carbonyl to 
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render the expected amide. This intra-molecular reaction is faster than the inter-

molecular amino attack and has been demonstrated to be the main cause of the slow 

introduction of Hmb-derivatives. In particular, the R substitution in lactone intermediate 

(see Fig. 9a) becomes a steric hindrance when the amino group has to reach the 

carbonyl moiety. This steric obstacle is the main cause of the poor reactivity of lactone 

and consequently of the slow introduction of Hmb-derivative. This drawback can be 

solved with the protection of the phenolic hydroxyl group (Fig. 9b). 

When Fmoc is used to protect the ortho-hydroxyl from Hmb, the protection is 

temporary. Commonly, once the Fmoc group is removed in a standard peptide 

synthesis, the hydroxyl group is left free, which does not affect subsequent AA 

introductions. However, when certain molecules susceptible to reacting with this 

hydroxyl group are introduced into the sequence, the semi-permanent protection of the 

phenol group becomes mandatory, being possible to protect it directly on resin (Fig. 

9b). One strategy commonly chosen is acetylation (AcHmb), which is performed on 

solid-phase by acetic anhydride in the presence of DIEA. AcHmb is removed in two 

steps, first, by using hydrazine treatment to afford the Hmb and second by applying 

TFA cleavage conditions to release the unprotected peptide.163 Some authors have 

adopted the option of acetylation163–166 while others have selected alternatives to protect 

the phenol from Hmb, such as the use of the allyloxycarbonyl group (Alloc)163 or the 

tert-butoxycarbonyl-N'-methyl-N-[2-(methylamino)ethyl]carbamoyl (BocNmec)167 (Fig. 

9b). In a similar process as acetylation, Alloc is introduced on solid-phase by diallyl 

pyrocarbonate (Alloc2O) in the presence of DIEA, and BocNmecHmb is incorporated 

by activating the phenol with p-nitro-phenylchloroformate followed by  treatment with 

mono-Boc-N,N-dimethylethylenamine/N,N'-ethyldiisopropylamine (DIEA) in DCM. 
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Removal of AllocHmb and NmecHmb also require two steps, namely Pd(PPh3)4 

treatment (for Alloc)168 or N-methylmorpholine treatment (for Nmec),169 and the 

standard TFA Hmb removal mentioned before. 

On the other hand, ester bond formation when the AA is being coupled onto the 

N(Hmb)-peptidyl-resin occurs kinetically slower than a standard amide bond and this is 

translated into a prolonged final O→N-acyl shift. In order to avoid possible 

side-reactions derived from this slow acylation, it was proposed that the dipeptide 

Fmoc-AA2-N(Hmb)-AA1-OH be pre-synthesized in solution and further introduced into 

the sequence. Although aspartimide prevention has been reported not only for synthesis 

using mono-N-Fmoc-N(Hmb)-AA,170 but also using the dipeptide Fmoc-AA2-N(Hmb)-

AA1-OH,171 slow introductions of the bulky dipeptide leading to racemization171 have 

been observed. 

In spite of the limitations attributed to Hmb backbone amide protector, some dipeptides 

containing this protecting group are commercially available. Over the years, a number 

of peptide syntheses92,170,172,173 have described that Hmb inhibits aspartimide formation 

and enhances the solubility of peptides, thus facilitating the synthesis of "difficult 

peptides". Specifically, the introduction of Hmb after the fifth or sixth residue of a 

sequence abolishes aggregations. 

Parallel to the use of Hmb for the Fmoc/tBu strategy, an equivalent backbone amide 

protecting group suitable for the Boc/benzyl (Bzl) SPPS strategy was required to cover 

the principal peptide strategies on solid-phase. In this regard, in 1994, two of 

Sheppard’s collaborators for the Hmb proposal,  Johnson and Quibell, defined the 

N-(2-hydroxybenzyl) group (Hbz)174 (Table 4). This group shows enhanced acid 

stability compared to Hmb and is therefore resistant to the continuous TFA treatments 
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required to remove the temporary Boc groups common in Boc/Bzl SPPS strategies. The 

authors described the preparation of a modified AA protected by Hbz in solution and 

analogous to the Hmb derivatives, obtaining the O,N-bisFmoc-N(Hbz)-AA derivative. 

Although the synthesis was performed using the Fmoc/tBu strategy, they demonstrated 

the stability of the protecting group to TFA and its final removal by a mixture of 

trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (TFMSA) and TFA (Table 4). The coupling of the 

incoming AA onto the N(Hbz)-peptidyl-resin occurs more slowly than in Hmb-

containing peptidyl-resin, probably because of the absence of the electron-withdrawing 

effect of the methoxy in meta position with respect to the hydroxyl group. 

Other approaches to prevent the poor O→N-acyl transfer associated with Hmb or Hbz 

have relied on the development of new backbone protecting groups that modify the 

benzyl substituent to afford a more efficient transacylation. In 1999, Meutermans and 

Smythe described a new nitro-activated group, namely the 6-nitro-2-hydroxybenzyl 

(Hnb)175–177 (Table 4). The electron-withdrawing nitro group decreases the pKa of the 

ortho ionizable group, thus favoring O-acylation and enhancing the reactivity of the 

O→N-acyl transfer. This group was introduced in a different manner to that used for the 

ortho-hydroxybenzyl analogs described previously. In this case, 6-nitro-2-

hydroxybenzaldehyde is reacted with the α-amino from the peptidyl-resin by a reductive 

amination. The peculiarity of o-nitro derivatives is the process by which they are 

removed, which is mediated by photolysis at a certain wavelength which afford the 

corresponding nitrosobenzaldehyde.178
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Table 4 Backbone amide protecting groups found in the literature based on the 

o-hydroxybenzyl structure 

  

Subsequent to the Hmb group and based on the ortho-hydroxy moiety that enables the 

O-N rearrangement, in 1997, Offer, together with Quibell and Johnson, proposed the 

introduction of an electron-withdrawing group in para position to the 2-hydroxyl 

function, specifically the benzoaxazepsin-2(3H)-one moiety. This group, the (6-

hydroxy-3-oxido-1,3-benz[d]oxathiol-5-yl)methyl (1,3-Benzoxathiole-3-oxide 

derivative),179
 (Table 4) can be used in both Boc and Fmoc strategies and the 

advantages associated with the modification on the Hmb protector are similar to those 

offered by nitro derivatives, since both groups share the same chemical electron 

properties. These authors proved that acylation occurs at a higher rate in less potent 

coupling conditions, thus considerably suppressing the epimerization side-reaction 

promoted by a long acylation. Final cleavage of the protecting group is completed after 

a reductive-acidolysis treatment. Along these lines, some years later, Quibell and 

Johnson presented the N-(3-methylsulfinyl-4-methoxy-6-hydroxybenzyl (SiMB, also 

named Hmsb)180 (Table 4), a new generation of "safety-catch" protecting groups that 
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was easier to synthesize and showed equivalent acylation kinetics to the previous one. 

Quibell and collaborators have recently described new applications for the Hmsb group 

that support the efficiency of synthesizing "difficult peptides" when this protecting 

group is used.181 More recently, one research group has also focused their attention on 

the Hmsb amide backbone protection and has studied the optimization of coupling 

conditions and also the application of this protection scheme to some difficult large 

sequences.20 Furthermore, the Hmsb group provides an additional advantage attributed 

to the fact that being acid-resistant confers the possibility of obtaining the Hmsb-

containing sequences after TFA cleavages. The acidic cleavage resistance of the Hmsb 

and the 1,3-benzoxathiole-3-oxide derivative groups places them in the "safety-catch" 

protecting group type. This concept was introduced in 1971 by professor Kenner and 

collaborators, who defined the safety-catch term as a principle applicable to the 

synthesis of peptides on solid-phase.182 The same concept was also mentioned by 

Merrifield and Barany in a book section.183 The safety-catch idea described by Kenner 

is assigned to those molecules that fit the situation where a "...stable bond is eventually 

labilised at the appropriate moment by a specific chemical modification". Therefore, 

various kinds of structures are suitable for this description, the only requirement being 

that the removal of this linked molecule occurs after a chemoselective transformation. 

Although the first safety-catch structures for SPPS were proposed as sulfonamide 

linkers (Kenner's safety-catch linkers), they were later described as amino acid 

protecting groups and even as backbone amide protectors.  
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2.2.1.1.3. ortho-Mercaptobenzyl structure-based 

Regarding the same O→N-acyl transfer mechanism associated with Hmb-based 

protectors to favor the amide bond formation, several researchers described similar 

protecting groups, but to address a different proposal, specifically to assist the synthesis 

of large peptides/proteins through the chemical ligation of unprotected peptide 

fragments in solution184 (Fig. 10). Among all the described auxiliaries for the 

N-terminus, here we have highlighted two based on a mercaptobenzyl scaffold. 

Although these mercaptobenzyl derivatives were not designed as a solubilizing tool, we 

have considered them backbone protecting groups because, after the fragment ligation, 

they become amide bond protectors. 

 

Fig. 10 Auxiliary-mediated peptide fragment ligation. Peptides A and B are unprotected 

sequences and R can be a hydrogen or a methoxy group. 

In the earlier 2000s, Dawson185,186 and Aimoto,187 in parallel, developed the 

mercaptobenzyl moiety as an N-terminal protecting group. In particular, they defined 

two analogs, the di-methoxy derivative 4,5-dimethoxy-2-mercaptobenzyl (Dmmb,186,187 

also named Dmb, abbreviation that unfortunately was also selected for another 

protector, see 2.2.1.1.4. section) (Table 5), and the tri-substituted 4,5,6-trimethoxy-2-
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mercaptobenzyl (Tmb,186 abbreviation that unfortunately was also selected for another 

protector, see 2.2.1.1.4. section) (Table 5). 

The introduction of the Dmmb group on the peptidyl-resin can be performed by two 

methods based on a reductive amination mechanism. In one case, the reaction occurs 

between the amino group contained in the mercaptobenzyl moiety187 and the aldehyde 

present on the N-terminal peptidyl-resin. In another case, the introduction involves an 

aldehyde group in the mercaptobenzyl moiety185 and an amino group present on the N-

terminal peptidyl-resin. On the other hand, the Tmb group is introduced into the 

sequence by reacting the amino group in the mercaptobenzyl moiety through a 

nucleophilic attack on an acid bromide N-terminal peptidyl-resin.186 

Table 5 Backbone amide protecting groups found in the literature based on 

o-mercaptobenzyl structure  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The incoming AA is coupled onto the N(Hmb)-peptidyl-resin through an S→N-acyl 

transfer, which occurs in an equivalent manner as the O→N-acyl shift in 

o-hydroxybenzyl-based protectors. Dawson and collaborators demonstrated that, for 

chemical ligation, the Dmmb group allows the acylation of the incoming AA faster than 
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when Hmb derivative is used.186 The final Dmmb and Tmb removal (Table 5), which 

affords the desired peptide target, together with other acid-labile protecting groups, is 

carried out during the peptide acidolytic cleavage from the resin. It is worth highlighting 

that Dmmb removal is slower than that of Tmb, the former requiring strong acids, such 

as TFMSA or HF. 

2.2.1.1.4. Methoxybenzyl structure-based 

Several backbone amide protectors that are not based on the ortho-hydroxyl 

moiety are composed by methoxy-substituted benzyl structures addressed to enhance 

the TFA lability to remove them during peptide cleavage. The first of these groups 

proposed was the 2,4-dimethoxybenzyl (Dmob, also named Dmb),188 defined initially 

as a backbone amide protecting group for solution-phase synthesis in 1966 (Table 6). 

The ortho and para electron-donating substitution of these protectors allows their rapid 

removal at high concentrations of TFA. The proton of the amino group forms an 

internal hydrogen bond with the oxygen from the o-methoxy function, equivalently to 

the o-hydroxy moiety in the Hmb derivative (see Fig. 9c), which favors acylation. 

Nevertheless, the bulkiness of the methoxy group induces severe steric hindrance that, 

in some cases, may preclude the introduction of the following AA. In spite of this 

limitation, Zahariev and White, independently, demonstrated the efficiency of Dmb in 

preventing aspartimide side-reactions.189,190 
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Table 6 Backbone amide protecting groups found in the literature based on 

methoxybenzyl structure-based 

  

To minimize the steric hindrance drawback associated with this group, the same authors 

described the introduction of the pre-synthesized Fmoc-AA2-N(Dmob)-AA1-OH 

building block in the sequence to allow the synthesis of large peptides.190,191 However, 

they specified that this dipeptide method is restricted to AA-Gly dipeptides because 

steric hindrance may preclude their preparation when using other amino acids at the N-

terminus. These dipeptides are commercially available and, in fact, Dmb is one of the 

most used backbone protecting groups, together with pseudoprolines and Hmb 

derivatives. 

The less studied protecting group with three methoxy units, the 2,4,6-trimethoxybenzyl 

(Tmb, also named Tmob) (Table 6),192 has also been used as an amide backbone 

protector for peptides. The introduction of an extra methoxy group introduces more acid 

lability to the group compared with its di-substituted analog. Although some 

comparative studies revealed that Tmob can be removed with only 5% TFA in 

dichloromethane,161 standard Tmob removal is performed under the same acidic 
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proportion as common cleavages in Fmoc strategies (Table 6). In spite of the  

preference for the di-substitution over the substituted trimethoxy, Tmob resulted in 

faster acylation than that achieved with Dmb.158,161,192 The facilitated acylation observed 

for this protecting group is due to a similar hydrogen bonding effect as that described 

for Hmb (Fig. 9c). The greater the number of methoxy groups in ortho position, the 

more favored is the acylation, thus influencing hydrogen bonding more than the steric 

hindrance of the methoxy group. However, bulkiness is the main reason why sometimes 

neither Dmb nor Tmob is selected as backbone amide protecting groups, although some 

Dmb- or Tmob-protected AAs are commercially available. 

A family of photolabile backbone protecting groups also based on methoxybenzyl 

moieties has been explored by Kent and co-workers, namely the 2-nitrobenzyl group (2-

Nb) and the two methoxy versions (4-methoxy-2-Nb (Table 6) and 4,5-dimethoxy-2-

Nb)193, for use in Boc/Bzl SPPS chemistry. They based their studies on the photolytic 

nitro properties previously reported178,194 and also on the photolytic cleavage 

analysis.195,196 The introduction of methoxy groups to increase acid lability (previously 

demonstrated for nitrobenzyl derivative linkers)197 led Kent to confirm that the 

introduction of a second methoxy in meta position with respect to the benzyl carbon 

atom does not favor photolytic cleavage. This finding is explained by the extra methoxy 

position, which represents an electron-withdrawing group with respect to the benzyl 

carbon atom, and these less electron-rich benzyl carbons lead to a slower decomposition 

than that of their more electron-rich analogs. Thus using the mono-methoxy-substituted 

nitrobenzyl 4-methoxy-2-Nb analog, they found the most promising backbone amide 

protecting group. On the other hand, in addition to being cleaved under mild removal 

conditions, nitrobenzyl derivatives have the advantage of being acid-resistant, thus 
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allowing the obtaining of 4,5-dimethoxy-2-Nb-containing sequences after HF or TFA 

cleavages. This property allows them to be considered a "safety-catch" protecting 

group. 

Recently, our laboratory developed the 2-methoxy-4-methylsulfinylbenzyl (Mmsb)198 

(Table 6) as a backbone amide protecting group. Although this group was first described 

by Liu and collaborators199 as an amine protector or linker, we describe its application 

to facilitate the synthesis of "difficult peptides". The peculiarity of this group is its 

design as a "safety-catch" protector, which allows the obtaining of unprotected side-

chain peptides with the Mmsb remaining on the sequence after elongation. Therefore 

Mmsb facilitates the synthesis, characterization, and purification of aggregation-prone 

peptides. The sulfoxide in para position makes the Mmsb resistant under acidic 

conditions and labile after the reduction of this function to the electron-donating 

thioether by a reductive acidolytic treatment.200     

2.2.1.1.5. Other structures 

Improved alternative protecting groups include the 1-methyl-3-indolylmethyl 

(MIM)201 or the 3,4-ethylenedioxy-2-thenyl (EDOTn)201
 (Table 7), two electron-rich 

systems, both described by Albericio and collaborators and designed for Fmoc/tBu 

strategies and maintaining the same range of acid lability as Dmb. The less sterically 

hindered properties of EDOTn is an advantage, allowing faster acylation than Dmb and 

thus overcoming the limitations associated with this protector. In 2009, Carpino 

proposed the dicyclopropylmethyl (Dcpm)202,203 (Table 7) as a backbone protecting 

group labile to TFA. This group is based on the analog dimethylcyclopropyl (Dmcp)204, 

previously described by the same author as an amide side-chain protecting group for 

Asn and Gln, as well as C-terminal amide protector. First, the author described the 
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synthesis of the building block as Fmoc-N(Dcpm)-AA-OH for unhindered AAs and 

later proposed the pre-synthesized dipeptide building block Fmoc-AA2-N(Dcpm)-AA1-

OH to overcome sterical hindrance,205 a strategy also proposed and mentioned 

previously for other backbone amide protectors. 

Two other backbone amide protecting groups not based on benzyl structures are the 

substituted 2-furfuryl and 2-thienylmethyl,161 both proposed by Quibell in 1999 (Table 

7) and designed for Fmoc/tBu SPPS strategy. These two benzyl structures show greater 

acid lability than Hmb, and only in the case of the 5-methoxythienylmethyl derivative is 

the lability equivalent to the Tmob group. The introduction of the substituted furfuryl 

and thienylmethyl moieties is performed by preparing the Fmoc-N(furfuryl 

derivative)AA-OH or the Fmoc-N(thienyl derivative)-AA-OH. Their coupling onto the 

peptidyl-resin is performed under common solid-phase conditions; however, the most 

significant limitation of these groups lies in the extremely low yields obtained when the 

AA is coupled onto the N-(furfuryl/thienyl)peptidyl-resin. 
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Table 7 Backbone amide protecting groups found in the literature that are not based on 

any common structure 

 

More recently, the N-alkoxymethyl-based amide backbone protecting group, the 

ethyloxymethyl (Etom)206 (Table 7), was proposed by Spengler and Albericio and its 

efficiency on enhancing solubility was proved for the Fmoc/tBu strategy by SPPS. This 

group is incorporated into the sequence under standard conditions as the dipeptide 

Alloc-N-(Etom)AA2-N(Etom)-AA1-OH, previously synthesized in solution-phase. The 

removal of Etom is carried out under 50% TFA/DCM; however, it is also conceivable 

under mild acidic TFA treatment (5%). 

2.2.1.2. Isopeptides 

Depsipeptides, also known as O-acyl isopeptides or merely isopeptides, are 

suitable for use as solubilizing peptide strategy because the temporary ester bond in the 

sequence disrupts the hydrogen bond continuity of backbone amides to the same extent 

as backbone protectors, thus preventing β-sheet interactions and consequently 

aggregations. This strategy is not mediated by the introduction of an extra protecting 

group. Indeed, the sequence is synthesized by SPPS, and the ester bond is performed 

through the hydroxyl group of side-chain of Ser or Thr, instead of performing the 
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common amide through the α-amino. The peptide is elongated and then cleaved from 

the resin, affording the O-acyl isopeptide (Fig. 11). 

After the acidic cleavage of the depsipeptide, the unprotected primary amino group of 

the depsi unit is protonated, thus the intramolecular attack of that amino on the carbonyl 

of the ester is not produced and it is possible to obtain a stable depsipeptide in solution. 

In order to achieve the native peptide sequence, once the peptide is released from the 

resin and unprotected, the last step consists of the O→N-acyl shift, which is mediated 

by mild basic conditions in aqueous media. Thus, the O→N arrangement occurs through 

a five-member ring intermediate by controlling the pH (Fig. 11). 

 

Fig. 11 Isopeptide concept: synthesis by SPPS and the O→N shift in solution to achieve 

the native sequence. 

The first peptides synthesized by SPPS following the O→N-acyl transfer strategy were 

published in 1998 by Horikawa and Ohfune207,208, based on earlier studies with peptides 

synthesized in solution.209–212 However, it was in 2004 when the application of 

isopeptides as a β-sheet disrupting strategy was exploited, in parallel, by Carpino,213 

Kiso,214,215 Mutter216 and Aubagnac217 to synthesize "difficult peptides", where the ester 

bond was produced through the Ser/Thr-hydroxyl (Fig. 11). Initially, the solid-phase 
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synthesis of these isopeptides was performed in a stepwise manner, including the 

esterification step; however, some side-reactions were detected after introduction of the 

depsi unit. These non-desired reactions are associated with racemization during ester 

formation or the well-known DKP formation after deprotection of the amino group from 

the second AA after the depsi unit. Various solutions were proposed in order to 

minimize or prevent these drawbacks in "difficult peptide" synthesis. Some of them 

were based mainly on the use of pre-synthesized isodipeptides in solution to prevent 

racemization;218,219 and others on the replacement of the Fmoc of the second AA after 

the depsi unit by other amino protecting groups labile to milder basic conditions.218,220 

The same idea of acyl migration has been reported for O→N- and S→N-acyl 

isopeptides, depending on the AA involved in the migration step. Therefore, the 

preparation of new isodipeptides units221,222 has opened up a diversity of building 

blocks, in the beginning subjected only to Ser/Thr, but now extended to any AA.223 

During recent decades, several published syntheses have demonstrated the efficiency of 

depsipeptide strategies.224,225 In this regard, these strategies favor the cyclization of 

peptides226 and also peptide elongations by MW-assisted SPPS.227 

Although this strategy was merely developed to address the solubility of peptides during 

the solid-phase elongation, the stability of the isopeptide to cleavage conditions allows 

the preservation of its optimized solubility properties, thus facilitating its manipulation 

and purification. Other recent variations of the isopeptide method have focused on the 

O→N-acyl shift step, proposed by Mutter and named "switch-peptides",216 or the "click-

peptides"228 proposed by Kiso, where the modulation of the acyl-transfer is mediated by 

a last selective and controlled reaction, not only by the pH. Thus, in order to favor the 

stability of isopeptides in solution under neutral conditions, a number of groups have 
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proposed distinct protecting groups for the isopeptide site (PG1 in Fig. 11), assigned as 

switch elements, which induce the acyl-transfer via a specific trigger. Some examples of 

proposed switch elements are based on photocleavable protecting groups such as 6-

nitroveratryloxycarbonyl (Nvoc), which is removed under photolytic conditions, thus 

leading to the O→N-acyl transfer.228,229 The azide temporary protecting group, one of 

the most widely used switch elements, is preserved after cleavage of the peptide, and 

once the azide is reduced to amino, the O→N arrangement takes place, affording the 

native sequence.230,231
 

2.2.2. Solubilization in Solution 

2.2.2.1. "Pegylation" or Glycosylation 

The two most studied chemical modifications to increase the aqueous solubility 

of non-polar peptides are "pegylation" and glycosylation. Both strategies are addressed 

to enhance solubility, thus facilitating not only the manipulation of peptides, but also 

their reactions in solution. “Pegylation” involves the conjugation of a peptide to a 

polyethylene glycol (PEG) tag and glycosylation to a sugar moiety. The "pegylation" 

strategy was initially introduced in proteins by Davis and collaborators232 in the '70s and  

subsequently adopted by other authors for smaller molecules or peptides.233,234 The most 

significant property associated with the PEG conjugation to a peptide235 is that it 

provides a substantial increase in solubility of hydrophobic sequences in water. This 

mechanism relies on the formation of more hydrogen bonds with water through 

ethylene oxide units236,237 Another advantage, apart from the enhancement of solubility, 

lies in the synthetic facilities to link them to a peptide sequence.238 The most frequent 

active site in peptides for the attachment of PEG moieties are the amino groups of 

lysines (α or ε) or the N-terminus of the peptide,239 although new strategies have 
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emerged expanding the versatility of "pegylation" (Fig. 12).240–243 The introduction of 

PEG tags into peptide sequences has been extensively studied and some authors have 

summarized the strategies most used to for this purpose in solution and solid-phase 

peptide synthesis.238,244 

 

Fig. 12 Peptide positions at which it is possible to introduce a polyethylene glycol 

chain.  

Several examples in the literature have confirmed the efficiency of conjugated PEGs to 

modify both the properties and architectures of peptides.245,246 The PEG moieties most 

widely used have a molecular weight average of Mw<1000 Da. In addition, many kinds 

of PEG moieties are commercially available. In this regard, monodisperse PEG units are 

the polymer of choice to overcome complex characterizations or even to tackle as yet 

unachievable purifications, generally associated with the introduction of polydisperse 

PEG units.239 Various authors have linked the PEG unit through an orthogonal cleavable 

linker, whereby the PEG moiety temporarily preserves the solubility of certain 

sequences, thereby facilitating the characterization and purification of the peptide.138 

The PEG moiety is then detached from the peptide by a final selective reaction that 

allows recovery of the native sequence. In addition to these appreciated properties, the 

"pegylation" strategy has additional advantages over other strategies, namely its lack of 

toxicity, which has brought about approval by the Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA). Furthermore, conjugation of drugs to a PEG unit enhances the half-life of these 
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therapeutic agents, thus expanding the number of "pegylated" peptide 

applications.234,247,248 Recent studies further support the use of "pegylation" strategies as 

attractive options to modify non-polar peptides in order to increase their solubility.249,250 

In a parallel manner, glycosylation, in which the peptide sequence is attached to sugar 

units, has also been developed as a strategy to enhance solubility of peptides and reduce 

aggregations.251 In contrast to "pegylation", the introduction of sugar moieties into a 

sequence is a reaction that occurs in biological systems when glycoproteins are 

produced by glycosyltranferase enzymes.252 Sialic acid from carbohydrate moieties is 

responsible for increasing the solubility of the connected hydrophobic molecule, as well 

as for introducing other therapeutic properties.253 

Appropriate orthogonal hydroxyl protecting groups are required for the solution and 

solid-phase synthesis of glycopeptides. In spite of the difficulties encountered when 

attaching a sugar moiety to a sequence, several authors have further addressed this 

strategy in recent years (Fig. 13a).254,255 The main linkage of sugar to a peptide sequence 

is formed through the side-chain of certain AAs, with the modified AA building block 

generally being previously synthesized and then sequentially introduced into the 

sequence (Fig. 13b). Depending on the functional group involved in the linkage 

between the peptide and the saccharide, the sequence afforded is known as N-, O-, or 

C-glycopeptide. Improved syntheses of glycopeptides both in solution256–258 and on 

solid-phase97,259–261 have been described even for long peptide sequences. In both 

strategies, peptides containing conjugated PEG moieties or saccharides require the 

condensation of large molecules, which may lead to difficult reactions. In this case, the 

combination of various solubilizing strategies is mandatory. 
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Fig. 13 Two main exemplified strategies to introduce sugar moieties on solid-phase to 

afford glycopeptides by: (a) stepwise introduction; and (b) pre-synthesized sugar 

building block introduction. 

2.2.2.2. Solubilizing Short Peptide-Tags 

Given the need to understand the interactions and behavior of biological 

systems, recent years have witnessed an increase in the demand for the synthesis of 

proteins with high purity. The field devoted to the design, development, and 

optimization of methods to achieve the synthesis of proteins is experiencing constant 

progress. However, the use of recombinant methods to achieve proteins has significant 

bottlenecks with regard to obtaining proteins of considerable purity. In order to 

overcome purification issues, several authors have supported the strategy based on 

peptide fusion, developed initially in the '70s and '80s. These strategies are probably 

among those most widely used nowadays to purify proteins obtained by recombinant 

methods. Fusion between a protein and a peptide sequence is achieved by expression 

systems that introduce these peptides into the N- or C-terminus of target proteins.262 

These peptides, which act as property modulators, are named tags. The principal 
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concept underlying such fusion is based on the induction of certain physico-chemical 

changes on the proteins, specifically addressed to the purification of proteins. After 

isolation of the protein, when necessary removing the previously attached peptide tag, 

the molecules are detached by various mechanisms, for example by the action of 

specific enzymes. 

The most commonly used tag is the oligo-histidine-tag [usually (His)6],
263,264 an AA that 

shows high affinity to metal ions, thus allowing protein purification by columns 

composed of a combination of metals that immobilize proteins at a certain pH.265 Other 

peptide tags bind specifically to certain antibodies, such as FLAG-tag.266 Furthermore, 

proteins have also been combined with peptides with high affinity to bind streptavidin 

protein (Strep-tag or SBP-tag),267 thus purification relies on this affinity to temporarily 

immobilize the tagged proteins to be isolated from other non-tagged impurities. One of 

the shortest peptide-tag sequences used for recombinant protein purification is the oligo-

arginine-tag [usually (Arg)5],
268,269 thus cationic exchange columns are used to isolate 

proteins carrying this tag. 

In parallel, although less studied than peptide tags for recombinant proteins, some short 

peptide tags have been conjugated to peptide sequences. In this case, the attachment of 

the tag to a peptide is not addressed to facilitate the peptide separation by column 

affinity methods but rather focused on enhancing the solubility of the non-polar peptide 

targets. Hydrophobic peptide sequences are examples of molecules synthesized 

following this strategy, especially taking into account the relevance of solubilizing 

peptides to perform accurate HPLC characterization or peptide purification. In this 

group of peptide tags, short sequences are preferred, generally comprising 5-10 

residues, rather than small proteins or large peptides, which are extensively selected for 
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protein purification purposes. The short peptide tags used to increase solubility are 

formed by poly-AAs containing one type of AA (homooligo-peptides), some of which 

are polar and with charged side-chains. Therefore, the basic AAs disposed as poly-

arginine and poly-lysine270 and the acidic sequences poly-glutamic and poly-aspartic are 

the peptide tags used for this purpose. Synthetic strategies to afford the non-polar 

peptide connected to the poly-AA tag can be performed easily on solid-phase because 

the tag is also formed by AAs. Major examples described in the literature are those 

solubilizing tags introduced on the C-terminus of a target peptide, although some 

references also report a straightforward synthesis by linking the tag through an AA side-

chain.271 

The introduction of ionic short peptide-based solubilizing tags into a non-polar peptide 

through the C-terminus can be achieved by in two ways. The two molecules can be 

linked through a non-hydrolysable bond, such as an amide bond, or through a 

bifunctional linker that is stable under cleavage conditions but labile to other treatments. 

Concerning the first method, after the SPPS and the cleavage, the tag persists on the 

peptide target and it is not possible to detach the two molecules, thus resulting in a 

permanent conjugation (Fig. 14a). In this case the peptide-tag conjugate is isolated and 

used directly for the desired purpose; examples of nanoparticles containing peptide-

based solubilizing tags have been described as drug carriers or metal chelators, among 

others, thanks to their biocompatibility. In contrast, in the second approach, the tag is 

temporarily conjugated to achieve a soluble peptide for further selective release (Fig. 

14b). However, after cleavage of the peptide from the resin in both strategies, the 

peptide and the solubilizing tag remain linked, thus allowing the manipulation of the 

non-soluble peptide and facilitating characterization and also purification. The isolated 
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peptide-tag conjugate has temporarily modified physico-chemical properties, thus 

facilitating not only its manipulation in solution, but also its characterization and 

purification. Finally, the short peptide tag is detached from the non-polar peptide by a 

specific chemical treatment that removes the linker, rendering the native peptide 

sequence. 

 

Fig. 14 Schematic concept of the "solubilizing tail" strategies by conjugation: (a) 

permanently; and (b) temporarily. 

Although temporary conjugations of proteins to solubilizing tags have been extensively 

reported in the literature, only a few articles address the solubility enhancement of non-

polar peptides. In 1996, Englebretsen272 and co-workers proposed the SPPS of 

(Gly-Arg)4 sequence as solubilizing tag connected to the hydrophobic dodecaalanine 

peptide through the basic-labile hydroxyacetic acid linker to be used in the Boc/Bzl 

strategy (Table 8). After the cleavage from the resin by HF, the peptide remains 

connected to the sequence, thus making the purification feasible. Finally, a last 

treatment with aqueous triethylamine renders the dodecaalanine sequence. Later, in 

1998, the same author proposed,273 for the Fmoc/tBu methodology, the basic-labile 

4-hydroxymethylbenzoic acid (HMBA) linker  (Table 8) for the same purpose, this time 

with various series of Gly(Lys/Arg-Gly)n tags. Again, after the cleavage from the resin, 
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the peptide remains connected to the solubilizing tag, thus allowing its purification, and 

subsequently, under 0.1 M NaOH, the tag is hydrolyzed, yielding the desired peptide. 

Later, in 2009, two parallel studies developed by Wade274 and Brimble,275 based on the 

strategy described in 1998, used the same HMBA linker to conjugate a non-soluble 

peptide to the (Arg)6 or (Lys)5 solubilizing tags, respectively. One of the limitations 

associated with these linkers is that cleavages are performed under basic conditions, 

which commonly favors the aspartimide side-reaction. More recently, in 2014,276 a 

(Lys)4 tag connected to a non-polar peptide through the acid-labile 

4-(hydroxymethyl)phenylacetic linker (Table 8) was described to be compatible only 

with the Fmoc/tBu strategy, but with the advantage of being totally free of aspartimide 

formation. Recently, in our laboratory, a new linker for temporary conjugations through 

the Mmsb-OH277 linker (Table 8) was described, which had been previously reported by 

Liu199 and co-workers for a different purpose. This linker was proposed to be applied to 

connect peptides to solubilizing tags by taking advantage of the "safety-catch" moiety 

that allows the synthesis of conjugates stable to acidic cleavage but labile after a 

reductive-acidolytic treatment. 

Table 8 Linkers described for temporary conjugation of non-polar peptides to a 

solubilizing tag 
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3. CONCLUSIONS 

The potential of "difficult peptides" as drugs and nanomaterials, or even in 

research on structural peptide behaviours has encouraged lines of investigation into 

methodologies to facilitate their synthesis. The present review summarizes the strategies 

described and developed in the literature to obtain "difficult peptides". The main factors 

responsible for the complexity of this kind of sequences rely on their insolubility during 

synthesis. In this regard, the most relevant synthetic advances proposed to date, and 

classified depending on the strategy addressed to solubilize sequences during the 

synthesis, are exposed herein. The first attempt to enhance the solubility of sequences is 

based on alterations of certain external factors that favor solubility. However, more 

elaborate methods are required for the synthesis of some sequences. These methods 

focus on introducing chemical modifications on peptide chains, thus causing structural 

disruptions that promote peptide solubilization during the synthesis. Although 

significant advances have been made regarding the synthesis of "difficult peptides", 

emerging methods and new protocols are required in order to open the range of 

applicability and/or to reduce the synthetic cost. Such breakthroughs would be 

translated into general methods to attain any "difficult peptide". This review provides an 

extensive guide to published strategies that could be contemplated for the synthesis of 

"difficult peptides". 

This manuscript also covers other groups of peptides that present similar solubility 

issues but not during the synthesis but once in solution. Some strategies address the 

manipulation of these aggregation-prone sequences by enhancing their solubility after 

synthesis, when the sequences are fully unprotected. The combination of solubility 
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enhancement, both during and after the elongation, emerges as an interesting strategy to 

overcome aggregation at both stages. 
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